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About the PVSITES project
PVSITES is an international collaboration co-funded by the European Union under the Horizon 2020
Research and Innovation program. It originated from the realisation that although building-integrated
photovoltaics (BIPV) should have a major role to play in the ongoing transition towards nearly zero
energy buildings (nZEBs) in Europe, large-scale deployment of the technology in new constructions has
not yet happened. The cause of this limited deployment can be summarised as a mismatch between the
BIPV products on offer and prevailing market demands and regulations.
The main objective of the PVSITES project is therefore to drive BIPV technology to a large market
deployment by demonstrating an ambitious portfolio of building integrated solar technologies and
systems, giving a forceful, reliable answer to the market requirements identified by the industrial
members of the consortium in their day-to-day activity.
Coordinated by project partner Tecnalia, the PVSITES consortium started work in January 2016 and will
be active for 3.5 years, until June 2019. This document is part of a series of public reports summarising
the consortium’s activities and findings, available for download on the project’s website at
www.pvsites.eu.
The PVSITES consortium:
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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.1 Description of the deliverable content and purpose
This deliverable summarizes the PVSITES software tool prototype statement at date (M06) and its
exploitable results. It characterizes the distinctive functionalities, connections, maturity levels and
steps needed to maximize exploitation, market uptake and commercialization. It is part of WP7
(BIPV software tool) and specifically of T7.1 “Prototype of BIPV software tool”. T7.1 activities will
continue all along the project duration with the development of an enhanced version of the software,
prototype of web services platform and a pre-commercial version of the BIPV tool. They will be
documented in the different drafts (D7.1-4). They will run in parallel (from M06) to the research and
development efforts to create BIPV virtual objects (3D, parametric and BIM ready), testing activities
(real projects, real objects) and real data comparison to ensure readiness of market entry, while at
the same time advising on the development routes to increase the strengths while limiting the
weaknesses of the technical and economic models linked to digital simulation and prediction.
The deliverable content is all about users’ needs (called users’ stories), software specifications,
users interfaces and development process (AGILE and SCRUM methodologies).
The description of the software itself is made through screenshots of the user interface and mind
mapping graphs.

1.2 Reference material
Not applicable.

1.3 Abbreviation list
BIM: Building Information Modeling
BIPV: Building Integrated Photovoltaic
ER: Exploitation Results
nZEB: Nearly Zero Energy Buildings
PV: PhotoVoltaic
UI: User Interface
US: User Story
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2 INTRODUCTION & METHODOLOGY
Developing a BIPV software “from scratch” is a complex task, but possible today with the
appropriate resources and a reasonable time frame. CADCAMation, as WP7 leader, will apply its
strong experience in BIM software development and the digital experience acquired during the
development of BIPV-Insight project (funded by KIC InnoEnergy), in which the basic calculation
algorithms and simulation platform were developed and implemented.
The aim is now to create a specific PVSITES plugin focused on BIM methodologies and BIPV
objects. This plugin will specify and enhance the generic functionalities of the platform and generate
dedicated results and reports, through web interfaces.
The specific objectives for the BIPV software are the following:
• To complete and test first version of code: prototype, “version alpha” (M6, D7.1)
• To develop final version of program incorporating all inputs from testing activities, “version beta”
(M18, D7.2)


To implement a first version of web services model (M12, D7.3)



To generate a pre-commercial version of web services platform (M18, D7.4)



Delivering e-catalogs containing PVSITES products in BIM format (M18, D7.5)



To assess the software performance, generate associated documentation and international
versions, “public release” (D7.6, M42)



Training courses on the tool towards relevant stakeholders (M36 to 42, as part of WP9, D9.19)

2.1 Specifications
We use a slight and fast methodology to specify and develop the software in the same time:
AGILE/SCRUM process:
1. First are the Users Stories (US): the experts express their wishes and the way they consider
each functionality, each result and report
2. The US are written and transmitted to the development manager, reviewed, discussed and
validated.
3. The development team starts to code in the same time as every US manager translates his
US into SPECIFICATIONS (Procedures>Documents>Recordings).
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Figure 1: User Story process

Figure 2: AGILE development

2.2 Software coding
The baseline for the coding work comes from the requirements definition, software design and the
development of the models to be implemented in the software (US to documents). CADCAMation,
will translate the information into the C++ language and optimize the performance regarding the
SaaS requirements.
Debugging and alpha testing (CADCAMation, BEAR, TECNALIA, NOBATEK)
As a key stage of software development, a rigorous testing process will be carried out in order to
check the compliance with the established requirements and the rest of features that are essential
for the quality of the final product. Bugs within the code will be traced and corrected. Performance
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against requirements, as well as installation procedures, databases, and even support
documentation, webinars, will be tested.
Internal Beta testing (BEAR, TECNALIA, NOBATEK)
Partners with an “end-user” profile within the consortium will perform general beta testing. Every
partner will provide feedback (report on beta testing) not only on results, but also on easiness-of-use
and suggestions from improvement.

3 SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE BIPV TOOL (VERSION 0,
PROTOTYPE)
The following US are a summary of the preliminary list of User Stories and specifications and issues
proposed in the DoA, which are currently being developed and are the vision of the partners. Each
US is assigned to a manager who is responsible for providing information and updates on the
writing, defining the steps needed to reach full commitment with the development team and testing it
eventually with selected experts. This AGILE process is managed and supported by CADCAMation.
Table 1: List of PVSITES Users Stories to specify the BIPV tool

#

TASK User Story

US Manager

1.

T7.1.

1.1 PHOTOVOLTAIC INSTALLATION LAYOUT

TECNALIA

2.

T7.1.

1.2 INVERTER DATABASE & SELECTION

TECNALIA

3.

T7.1.

1.3 PV SYSTEM WIRING

TECNALIA

4.

T7.1.

1.4 PV SIMULATION: LOSSES

TECNALIA

5.

T7.1.

1.5 FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

TECNALIA

6.

T7.1.

1.6 PROJECT REPORT GENERATION

NOBATEK

7.

T7.1.

1.7 APPLICATION FEEDBACK TO DIRECT THE DESIGN

NOBATEK

8.

T7.1.

1.8 ENERGY STORAGE

TECNALIA

9.

T7.1.

1.9 STANDARDIZED OPTICAL SIMULATION OF GLAZING
SYSTEMS

TECNALIA

10.

T7.1.

1.10 ANGULAR OPTICAL SIMULATION OF GLAZING SYSTEMS

TECNALIA

11.

T7.1.

1.11 STANDARDIZED THERMAL SIMULATION OF GLAZING
SYSTEMS

TECNALIA

12.

T7.1.

1.12 HEAT TRANSFER DEVELOPMENT

TECNALIA

13.

T7.1.

1.13.1 Aesthetical issues

BEAR

14.

T7.1.

1.13.2 BIPV issues

BEAR

15.

T7.1.

1.13.3 Design process motivation

BEAR
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16.

3.1

T7.1.

1.13.4 Design process responsibility

BEAR

Photovoltaic installation layout

In order to obtain a dynamic and useful software, different possibilities for the definition of the best
cells and module arrangement should be possible:
1. For a given PV module and surface, the calculation of the maximum number of cells that can
fit that surface should be implemented. This should include an optimisation calculation,
checking for the selected module and surface, the best arrangement in order to maximize PV
generation. The module layout (vertical , or horizontal  positioning) should be included in
the optimisation exercise (maybe it can be asked before the optimisation analysis: ‘vertical’
or ‘horizontal’ or ‘stick to the surface’).
2. In some cases, e.g. residential market, the client wants to cover only a certain amount of
power by means of PV. In this case, the total power of the installation would be an input
given by the user (thus, also the number of PV modules of the installation), and for a chosen
surface the best arrangement of cells and modules should be calculated to maximize PV
generation.
3. For BAPV rooftop systems or brise-soleil, tilt should also be computed in the optimisation
analysis.

Figure 3: Various configurations of cells and modules integration on the same project

3.2 Inverter database & selection
An inverter database must exist as a part of the innovative dynamic library model for the PVsites
tool.
Once the module array has been set in the desired positions of the model, the inverter selection
should be the next step of the process. In the inverter selection window, it would be a good idea to
directly provide some suggestions of possible configurations for the installation. Generating own
configurations should be also possible.
EXAMPLE:
Current PV installation parameters
Module array: 14 x Sunways 200 Wp
Total output: 3.5 KWp
Prototype of BIPV simulation tool - First version
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Configuration Selection
 Manufacturer:

 Inverter model: (inverters included in the selection)

 SMA Solar
Technology



SMA Solar Technology
WWW

Power One

SMA Solar Technology
XXX

Kaco

SMA Solar Technology
YYY

Advanced Energy

SMA Solar Technology
ZZZ

Fronius

…

 Filter by Sizing Factor
115%
(only configurations above this threshold are shown)
Inverter Selection:
(options below should be directly suggested by the program according to the model under study and
the inverter manufacturer selection)
No.
Inverters

Inverter model

No. modules
per inverter

Configuration

Sizin
g
Facto
r

1

SMA WWW

14

1 string of 14 modules

120

1

SMA XXX

14

1 string of 14 modules

115

1

SMA YYY

14

2 strings of 7 modules

117

2

SMA ZZZ

7

1 string of 7 modules

119
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Figure 4: Inverter configurator

3.3

PV system wiring

The wiring of the PV system is a really important issue in the design and installation stages, as the
energy yield and system costs depend on it.
But establishing a good wiring strategy does not only depend in the number and position of the
interconnected modules, but also of the selected electrical architecture (central, string, power
optimizer or micro inverters).
Without analyzing aspects related to the selection of the best system architecture, the PV modules
wiring could be a tedious and boring experience for the system designer. In order to facilitate the
wiring task the application should give the user the opportunity to work in an automatic mode,
proposing* the designer different wiring scenarios.
The automatic wiring scenarios should be created according to different criteria: minimization of the
wiring losses, fixed string length, number of MPPTs, etc.
*This issue is part of the US 7- Application feedback to direct the design.
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Figure 5: Wiring configurator

3.4

PV simulation: losses

The PV simulation should take into account the different phenomena affecting the energy yield of
the photovoltaic system.
A detailed analysis on output losses related to different aspects of PV installations is important to
know where the losses come from and how they can be overcome (if possible).
 Shadowing: quantifying the annual loss of each module in the installation due to shadowing
effects in a direct and visual way (like PV Sol software does). Allowing the movement of the
installation to compare different shadowing effects would be useful.
 Mismatching effects
 Cable losses: losses due to the wiring of the PV installation. Different cross sections should
be eligible and cable losses calculated directly.
 Inverter losses
 Soiling
 Losses due to the effect of temperature on efficiency
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Figure 6: PV losses display in graph mode

3.5

Financial analysis

A financial analysis is essential to know the turnover expected from the BIPV/BAPV system under
study. This analysis is strongly dependent on the legislation of the country in which the installation is
performed: feed-in-tariffs, retail prices, taxes… The program should be able to consider different
scenarios fort PV electricity commercialization: net-metering, other self-consumption strategies…
The general features that the Financial Analysis should comprise are described:
1. The Financial Analysis Mode, should first request the following inputs:
(example taken from PVSol)
 Feed-in-tariff features
-

Feed-in-tariff (€/kWh)

-

Period of validity of FiT (years)

-

Expected yearly variation (%) (if any)



Income from export to utility grid (€/kWh) (British/Italian case, to be assessed for other
scenarios)



Power Purchase agreement (€/kWh)



Retail price (€/kWh)

 Inflation (%)
2. General parameters


Assessment period (years)



System degradation due to aging (% output reduction)
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3. Income and expenditure


Tax deductible cost of system setup parts and labour (€)



Non-tax deductible outgoing cost of system setup parts and labour (€)



Incoming subsidies (€)



OPEX (€/year)



Annual consumption costs (€/year)



Outgoing other annual costs (€/year)

 Incoming other annual income/savings (€/year)
4. Financing: include the cost of a loan
5. Tax
6. Financial Analysis Results: graphs, tables, report
Payback period, yield, LCOE (with formula), profits at the end of the assessment period, etc. In
this part, the results of the analysis should be presented, including tables and graphs in order to
ease the understanding.

3.6

Project report generation

A predefined report should be generated (if requested by the user) comprising the different parts of
the design procedure: shadowing analysis, inverter selection, wiring, PV simulation results, Financial
Analysis…
Screen shots taken through the different design steps would be useful for the report generation.
PVSol uses a ‘camera button’ to take ‘screen shots’ and save images of the different design phases.
These images are then included directly in the automatic report.
E.g. during the shadowing analysis of an installation, screen shot the result of that installation in
different positions, to ease the comparison of different models and ease the justification of the
adopted solution.
The report generation should allow choosing the parts to be included, in order to adapt it to the
needs of the customer, which will be different depending on its role (building owner, architect, BIPV
manufacturer, etc.)
The BIPV tool should allow exporting the report through .docx, .rtf, .csv or .pdf formats.

3.7

Application feedback to direct the design

A good system design is important in conventional PV systems in order to enhance the yield, but
even more for BIPV ones due to the common mismatching in operation conditions.
Usually, BIPV system design start with the location of the PV modules in the building’s envelope
best site and analyzing the energy potential, continue with BoS issues (module connection and
inverter selection) and finish with an abstract of the annual energy balance (generation and losses).
But during the design process the different selections are based only in the knowledge and expertise
of the designer. A poor application feedback is given in order to direct the choice of the designer.
Some commercial programs give the user only the opportunity to move the PV generator on the roof
or façade, or to select different inverter configuration according to the number of strings.
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These recommendations or options should be given during all possible design process steps and
argued quantitatively.
1. Definition of the nature of the installation and the design optimization criteria (grid injection,
self-consumption, net balance, etc.)
2. The PV generator building location (planes irradiation + PVSol interface*1 for locating the
generator)
3. The PV module/technology (as a result of diffuse irradiation, temperature dependence, etc.)
4. The PV system architecture*2 + wiring (number of strings, central inverter, multistring
inverter, micro inverters, power optimizers, batteries, etc.)
…
N. Designed BIPV system annual energy balance (generation and losses)
For each selection step a ranking of the most suitable items would be displayed, providing clear
arguments (energy performance, etc.) for the decision-making. A performance comparison of
different system designs would be also interesting.
*1

PVSol commercial software gives the user the opportunity to move the PV generator in the defined
plane in order to choose the most suitable location in the building envelope.
*2

The selection of the PV system architecture is not so well addressed in commercial programs and
would be a really important issue in new self-consumption scenario.

3.8

Energy storage

BIPV and energy management systems are closely related to each other. Self-consumption requires
a storage system in which the energy that isn’t instantaneously self-consumed shall be stored, in
order to use it when required.
The BIPV tool should include this functionality. The software should allow the definition and use of
storage systems (batteries) and their implementation within the PV installation.
The storage system definition could be arranged just after the PV system definition and should
comprise the following aspects:
-

Number of batteries

-

Voltage (V)

-

Capacity (Ah): number of hours for which a battery can provide a current equal to the
discharge rate at the nominal voltage of the battery

Calculations required:
1/ PV energy stored: annual PV energy stored. Absolute amount of energy stored in the batteries
fed by means of the BIPV system
2/ In case of self-consumption, the stored energy of the BIPV system should be computed related
to the consumption profile of the building, household, etc. The analysis should take into account the
optimal moment to self-consume the stored energy, depending on the electricity price. That is to
say, if electricity price is higher at night than in the afternoon, it will be better to store PV energy in
the afternoon and consume energy from the grid in the afternoon, in order to self-consume the
stored energy at night. These sort of optimization analysis should be implemented when a BIPV
simulation + self-consumption is performed.
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Observations: The PV storage system configuration is properly addressed in the current US,
although it must be also considered in a global analysis. This overall analysis should take into
account not only the parameterization of the elements in the system (PV modules, inverters,
batteries, and other BoS components), but also different scenarios (self-consumption, net-metering,
etc.), energy management strategies, etc. The aim of the global analysis would be to address in as
much as versatile way all the future possible PV system operation scenarios.

3.9

Standardized optical simulation of glazing systems

An important number of BIPV installations include glazing systems with integrated PV cells:
skylights, ventilated façades, curtain walling, etc. A good optical description of the transparent zones
of the glazing system is necessary for the accuracy of the calculation of the thermal behaviour of the
building. In addition to this, architects/designers need to know the standardized optical properties of
the designed glazing systems to ensure that they comply with the corresponding building codes.
Manufacturers usually provide transmittance and reflectance values of single glass panes. An
algorithm is needed to combine the optical properties of each glass pane into laminated glass and
double gazing systems.
EN-410 standard (Glass in building. Determination of luminous and solar characteristics of glazing)
provides a calculation method for this purpose, for normal incidence conditions.
Necessary (internal) inputs are:
-

Spectral transmittance (280-2500 nm range) of individual glass panes of the same
composition as those defined by user (thickness can be converted by calculation).

-

Spectral reflectance (280-2500 nm range) of individual glass panes of the same composition
as those defined by user. If the glass is coated, reflectance of both surfaces.

-

Original thickness of glasses.

Inputs from user:
-

External glass:


If simple glass: reference and thickness.



If laminated glass: reference and thickness of external glass; Type of interlayer (EVA,
PVB, etc.), reference if available, number of layers, layer thickness; reference and
thickness of internal glass.

-

Air chamber thickness

-

Internal glass (same considerations as external glass)

External (to user) outputs:
-

Integrated solar and visible transmittance of glazing system.

-

Integrated solar and visible reflectance (both sides) of glazing system.

-

Absorptance of external and internal glazing.

An internal database of EVA and PVB optical properties must be created. Experimental inputs
necessary to calculate these properties may be obtained from manufacturers (Dupont, Kuraray,
Solutia, etc.) or from internal measurements (Tecnalia).
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Triple glazing should also be included.
For angular incidence, the problem has not been solved analytically yet in the literature. The
possibility of a numerical ray-tracing approach for this, based on refraction index, can be analyzed
for uncoated glass.

Figure 7: Glass editor
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Figure 8: Glazing editor

Figure 9: Interlayer editor
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3.10 Angular optical simulation of glazing systems
The integrated properties discussed in US « Standardized optical simulation of glazing systems »
are given for a near normal angle of incidence, but in practice they vary with the angle of incidence.
Since the solar irradiation strikes a roof or a façade at a wide range of incidence angles, it is
important to account for this dependency. For many locations the main part of the irradiation
impinges at an incidence angle (by definition measured against the normal) of about 40-60° on a
vertical surface. The transmittance data at normal incidence is important for glazing comparison and
compliance with standards, but has less relevance when it comes to performing accurate building
energy simulations.
Obtaining the optical properties at other angles than normal incidence is far from being a trivial
issue. Angular resolved optical measurements are complex and time consuming so that
characterization at normal incidence only is preferred. Theoretically, angular resolved properties are
well defined by the Fresnel equations. This is a rigorous way to get the data as long as the thickness
and optical constants of all the system layers are known. When it comes to uncoated glazing this
theoretical approach is analytically feasible since the optical constants can be obtained from
transmittance and reflectance by using inverse methods. The problem becomes more complex
when coated glazing are included. Composition of (often multiple) coatings is not generally known
and may even be a corporate secret. As a consequence it has been proposed in the literature to use
different kinds of approximations (empirical, semi-empirical or numerical) in order to simulate the
angle dependence of simple coated glasses or the whole glazing unit.
Proposal:
1) To derive and implement the analytical expressions for uncoated simple or double-glazing
systems.
2) To analyze the convenience of empirical, semi-empirical or numerical methods for coated
glass in terms of induced loss of accuracy (e.g. when considering a yearly building energy
simulation) and implement the chosen solution.

3.11 Standardized thermal simulation of glazing systems
An important number of BIPV installations include glazing systems with integrated PV cells:
skylights, ventilated façades, curtain walling, etc. Building codes usually refer to standardized
thermal transmittance values in order to take into account these elements into the building thermal
description.
EN-673 standard is the one referred by most European standards, many building codes, and
therefore by the European glazing industry for this purpose. It provides a calculation method for
centre-of-glass U value of glazing systems.
Thermal conductivity of laminated glass to be calculated internally from user inputs for glazing and
interlayer.
Inputs from user:
- External glass:

-



If simple glass: glass reference and thickness (emissivity to be taken from internal
glass database).



If laminated glass: glass reference and thickness (emissivity from internal glass
database); Type of interlayer (EVA, PVB), number of layers, layer thickness and
thermal conductivity (if not available, take values from internal data base);

Air chamber thickness and gas composition
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-

Internal glass (same considerations as external glass)

External (to user) outputs:
-

Thermal transmittance (U value, W/m2K)

3.12 Heat transfer simulation
Objectives/ Description of the heat transfer developer task:
- Calculation of the temperature fields and heat flux exchanges in multilayered systems
integrating photovoltaic modules (BIPV systems).
-

Global Characteristics about thermal resistance, inertia and mean temperature of the system
(useful for global system comparisons).

-

Thermal data for the estimation of the electrical photovoltaic performances: the efficiency of
the photovoltaic module versus temperature can be related to the electrical efficiency of the
system)

Inputs
- Intrinsic thermo-physical properties of the system (especially the glass layers)
 Emissivity of the layers
 Global transmittance of the layers
 Thermal conductivity of the layers (transverse and in-plane for composite layers W.m-1K-1)
 Volume heat capacity of each layer (J.kg-1 K-1)
 Information about the convective layers (Global Air flow, coupling with gravity…)
 Position and size of the photovoltaic modules and thermophysical properties (emissivity,
transmissivity, thermal conductivity, volumic heat capacity, sizes…)
-3 types of External and environmental conditions
 -Sky temperature (Tsky(t))
 -External Air temperature (Tair(t)) and convective air conditions (exchange coefficient in Wm2 -1
K or external flow conditions)
 -y distribution will obtained from the ray
tracing methods of Archiwizard and can include radiative reflexions of other buildings).
-Internal boundary conditions
 Rear face internal temperature (for example inside a building)
 Internal heat source (traduced by a flux density in Wm-2)
 Convective exchange coefficient (Wm-2K-1)
 Other possibilities to couple the external model to an internal heat transfer model (from the
interface temperature and flux conditions)
Outputs:
Local Outputs
- Transient temperature distribution versus time and space T(x,y,t):
 On the external face (for example first glass layer)
 On the internal face (for example rear face of the last glass layer)
 Related to each Photovoltaic module.
- Transient heat flux distribution at a given thickness of the system.
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- Fourier analysis (temperature and heat flux phase, amplitude, power spectral density on a 24
hours period).
Global output (global performances of the system)
 Averaged temperature of the BIPV modules
 Global heat flux positively transferred from the external face to the internal face over a 24h
period (useful for the evaluation of the inertia of the system).
 Global thermal resistance
 Transfer functions or 1D impedances in frequency domain.
Main characteristics of modeling
The main idea is to solve the partial differential equations related to the 3D problem, with integral
transforms (Fourier or Laplace transform), versus time and the in-plane space direction. Such a
modeling must be implemented into the software and must give a short computation time.

3.13 Users stories on design (architect overview)
3.13.1

Aesthetical issues

In order to decide whether BIPV systems are well integrated, we need to distinguish between the
following:
 Technical quality of the integration of the BIPV system, that is, the technical aspects of PV, cables
and inverters.
 Building quality of the BIPV system. Here we look for the quality of the integration of the system as
a building element (part of the roof or the façade that is replaced by modules). The module and its
integration must meet typical building standards, such as an impermeable layer or a structure strong
enough to withstand wind or snow loads.
 Aesthetical quality of the BIPV system. This is the least scientific and most subjective part of
judging BIPV systems. But the reality is that architecturally elegant, well-integrated systems will
increase market acceptance.
Both the technical and building qualities of the PV system have been considered as preconditions.
All installations in a building must function correctly.
Aesthetical quality is not a precondition. The discussion of architectural values is very broad. The
average architect is not yet convinced of the “beauty” of a PV system on the building he/she
designs.
The criteria formulated by the IEA PVPS Task 7 workgroup for evaluating the aesthetical quality of
building-integrated PV systems are:
 natural integration,
 designs that are architecturally pleasing,
 good composition of colors and materials,
 dimensions that fit the gridula, harmony, composition,
 PV systems that match the context of the building,
 well-engineered design,
 use of innovative design.
These architectural criteria need to be explained particularly to non-architects and manufacturers
developing photovoltaic systems for integration into roofs and façades, who often believe that their
systems fit perfectly.
 Natural integration: This means that the PV system seems to form a logical part of the building.
The system adds the finishing touch to the building. The PV system does not have to be that
obvious. In renovation situations, the result should look as though the PV system was there
before the renovation.
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Architecturally pleasing: The design has to be architecturally pleasing. The building should look
attractive and the PV system should noticeably improve the design. This is a very subjective
issue, but there is no doubt that people find some buildings more pleasing than others.
Good composition of colors and materials: The color and texture of the PV system should be
consistent with the other materials.
Fit the gridula, harmony, and composition: The dimensions of the PV system should match the
dimensions of the building. This will determine the dimensions of the modules and the building
grid lines used (grid = modular system of lines and dimensions used to structure the building,
and should not be mixed up with the electrical grid).
Matching the context of the building: The entire appearance of the building should be consistent
with the PV system used. In a historic building, a tile-type system will look better than large
modules. A high-tech PV system, however, would fit better in a high-tech building.
Well engineered; This does not concern the waterproofing or reliability of the construction.
However, it does concern the elegance of the details. Did the designers pay attention to detail?
Has the amount of material been minimized? These considerations will determine the influence
of the working details.
Innovative design: PV systems have been used in many ways but there are still countless new
ways to be developed. This is all the more reason to consider this criterion as well.









3.13.2

BIPV issues

How to integrate PV systems in buildings? What does BIPV mean?

The following focuses on the way in which BIPV systems can be integrated into the architectural
concept of the building.
The integration of PV systems in architecture can be divided into five categories:
1. Applied invisibly
2. Added to the design
3. Adding to the architectural image
4. Determining architectural image
5. Leading to new architectural concepts.
These categories have been classified according to the increasing extent of architectural integration.
However, a project does not necessarily have to be of a lesser quality just because PV modules
have been applied invisibly. A visible PV system is not always appropriate, especially in renovation
projects with historic architectural styles. The challenge for architects, however, is to integrate PV
modules into buildings properly. PV modules are new building materials that offer new designing
options. Applying PV modules in architecture should therefore lead to new designs. In some of the
selected projects, the design was based on this principle.
1.

Applied invisibly: The PV system has been incorporated invisibly (and is therefore not
architecturally ‘disturbing’). The PV system harmonizes with the total project. An example is the
use of standing seam (Unisolar) modules, to try to integrate PV modules into the design less
visible. This solution can be chosen because of the concerned historic architecture. A modern
high-tech PV module look would not be appropriate for a historic style.
2. Added to the design: The PV system is added to the design. Building integration is not really
used here, but this does not necessarily mean that architectural integration is also lacking. The
“added” PV system is not always visible either.
3. The PV system adds to the architectural image: The PV system has been integrated beautifully
into the total design of the building, without changing the project’s image. In other words, the
contextual integration is very good.
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4. The PV system determines the architectural image: The PV system has been integrated into
the design in a remarkable and beautiful way and plays an important role in the total image of
the building.
5. PV system leads to new architectural concepts: Using PV modules, possibly in combination
with other types of solar energy, leads to new designs and new architecture. The integration of
PV modules was considered on a conceptual level, which gives the project extra value.

3.13.3

Motivation - Decision making in the design process

The decision to apply a PV system in a building can have different backgrounds (motivations).
Depending on the motivation the process and the decisions will be made differently.
Some examples:
a. The client wants to promote his company as a green company and ask for a green building
(LEED or BREEAM certified).
b. The client wants to invest in PV because of the good pay-back (often based on incentives).
c. The client wants to be zero-energy
d. The utility wants to invest in PV systems.
a. The client wants to promote renewables as part of a green design. The total amount of installed
PV is not so important. More important is that it counts in the assessment and that it adds to the
building image. The system should be visible and good looking. Regular places with a high visibility
are facades and glass roofs with semi-transparent modules. Investment is an important point but is
part of a bigger scheme.
b. The client wants to invest because of the good pay-back. This depends strongly on the financials.
The aesthetics are less important but still important because of the ROI of the whole building.
c. The client wants a zero-energy building. The energy balance is the most important input for the
PV system. Based on the energy calculation of the building, the amount and the resource of
renewable energy will be determined. In general PV will be an important part of the renewables.
d. The utility will invest. In general this is a political decision. A certain % of the energy production
should be green. Mostly a mix of water, wind and sun. The utility will look for location to place PV
systems. Not only on meadows (difficult) but also on large roofs.
Because each type of client has its own motivation, the questions raised will be different. Scheme
“a” and “c” will have a strong requirement for an aesthetic solution while in scheme “d” this is no
important question.

3.13.4

Responsibility issues

The application of PV systems in the building design or BIPV is still a process that is not fully
integrated.
First question is: “who will do the integration and who takes the full responsibility for the final product
(or building)?”.
A few procedural steps may be necessary to ensure that the PV system is successfully integrated
into the design. A common rule is to integrate the PV system into the building process without
disturbing that process.
Step 1: The first step is consultation with the authorities about local regulations, building permits and
the electrical connection to the grid.
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Step 2: The second step is to consult the utility company about the grid connection, electrical
diagrams and the metering system.
Step 3: The third step is the internal meeting with all building partners. A kick-off meeting very early
in the process may be useful to discuss the entire integrated PV system with the architect, the
structural engineer and the electrical (PV) engineer on the paper issues and with the building
contractor, the roofing company, the electrician and the PV supplier on the responsibility issues.
There are many unique issues to resolve in installing BIPV. The main points in this meeting concern
the responsibilities of each party in the building process. Who is responsible for the waterproofing of
the roof—the roofing company or the PV installer? Who is responsible for electrical safety—the
electrician or the PV installer? Who is responsible for safety on the site—the general contractor or
the PV installer? All these aspects must be clearly defined and noted in advance.
Many PV suppliers offer turnkey contracts. This is easy for clients because they receive a complete
working system for their money. However, the client is then responsible for the coordination between
PV supplier and building contractor. Placing all responsibility with the building contractor means an
extra surcharge of perhaps 10% on the cost of the PV system. A good solution is to make the
building contractor (general contractor) responsible for the PV system and negotiate a special fee for
coordination and use of equipment (scaffolds and crane) from the building contractor.

4 RESULTS – OVERVIEW OF THE PROTOTYPE
In the following table, for each US introduced above, more details are presented to establish the
statement of the development of the current version of the software and guarantee a better visibility
to the PVSITES consortium. Specifically, for each US we describe the innovative features under
development, or already completed.
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4.1 US and development statement (alpha version)
Table 2: Expanded view of the US registration list as “ ER table” for the software use before next task

#

TASK User Story

US Manager

Completed features (ALPHA
version)

Under development or
expected (next version)
Model Surface self adaptation

1.

T7.1.

1.1 PHOTOVOLTAIC INSTALLATION LAYOUT

TECNALIA

Design cell, module, BAPV, opaque
BIPV, transparent BIPV
Pattern editor (iconic BIPV)

PV glass (no cell)
Power target to panel
configurator
Photon database

2.
3.

4.

T7.1.

1.2 INVERTER DATABASE & SELECTION

TECNALIA

T7.1.

1.3 PV SYSTEM WIRING

TECNALIA

T7.1.

1.4 PV SIMULATION: LOSSES

TECNALIA

Inverter configurator

Micro inverters

New inverter generation

Photon database

Manual wiring

Wiring configurator

Automatic wiring

Strings simulator

Shadowing

Losses due to inverters

Losses due to temperature

Cable losses

Mismatching

Glazing defaults

5.

T7.1.

1.5 FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

TECNALIA

Generic user story

Specifications expected

6.

T7.1.

1.6 PROJECT REPORT GENERATION

NOBATEK

Generic user story

Ongoing specifications

Sun course (shadowing, weather
data)

More users stories expected

7.

T7.1.

1.7 APPLICATION FEEDBACK TO DIRECT THE
DESIGN
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Real time indicators: irradiance,
shadowing, temperature losses, peak
power, energy production

Mismatching
Thermal impacts
Optical impacts
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8.
9.
10.

T7.1.

1.8 ENERGY STORAGE

T7.1.

1.9 STANDARDIZED OPTICAL SIMULATION OF
GLAZING SYSTEMS

T7.1.

1.10 ANGULAR OPTICAL SIMULATION OF GLAZING
SYSTEMS

TECNALIA

TECNALIA

TECNALIA

Generic user story

More users stories and
specifications expected

Glass configurator

Optical tools

Glazing configurator

Optical indicators

Interlayers editor

Daylighting module

Generic user story

More users stories and
specifications expected
Thermal tools

11.

T7.1.

1.11 STANDARDIZED THERMAL SIMULATION OF
GLAZING SYSTEMS

Thermal indicators

TECNALIA

Generic user story

More users stories and
specifications expected

Heat transfer under
implementation

12.

T7.1.

1.12 HEAT TRANSFER DEVELOPMENT

TECNALIA

Generic user story

Connection to EnergyPlus to be
specified
Thermal impact indicators

13.

T7.1.

1.13.1 Aesthetical issues

BEAR-ID

Generic user story

ALPHA Test report > more US

14.

T7.1.

1.13.2 BIPV issues

BEAR-ID

Generic user story

ALPHA Test report > more US

15.

T7.1.

1.13.3 Design process motivation

BEAR-ID

Generic user story

ALPHA Test report > more US

16.

T7.1.

1.13.4 Design process responsibility

BEAR-ID

Generic user story

ALPHA Test report > more US
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4.2 Software interface overview (alpha version)

Figure 10: Heliodon, localization, sun course, visible shadowing

Figure 11: Irradiance
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Figure 12: Irradiance

Figure 13: Irradiance
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Figure 14: PV installation layout, module editor (BAPV)

Figure 15: PV installation layout, pattern editor (BIPV)
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Figure 16: PV installation layout, transparent BIPV
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Figure 17: PV installation layout, transparent BIPV
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6 CONCLUSIONS
This deliverable reports the development framework of the BIPV tool (software platform), illustrates
its graphical interfaces and makes a statement for the very first alpha version.
Every User Story is identified, managed by a leader, and the technical specifications are under
implementation. We expect more US as the software is entering its first alpha test phase and the
rest of the consortium will be able to use it.
The main objective now is to enhance the quality of the graphical UI, to improve the platform mode
(connection to a webportal) and to start the BIPV OBJECTS specifications: we will then address a
very important issue that deals with BIM compatibility and eCatalogs experimentation for the
manufacturers.
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